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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On April 24, 2012, the above captioned claim came before the

Workers’ Compensation Commission in Fort Smith, Arkansas for

hearing. A pre hearing conference was conducted on January 10,

2012, and a pre hearing order filed on January 11, 2012. A copy of

the pre hearing order has been marked as Commission’s Exhibit No.

1, and without modification or objection has been made part of the

record. Prior to hearing on April 24, 2012, the parties agreed to

the following stipulations:
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1. The relationship of employee-employer-carrier is in

dispute.

 By agreement of the parties, and prior to the hearing on

April 24, 2012, the following issue will be litigated:

1. Whether the employee/employer relationship exists between

the claimant and any of the alleged employers.

     The claimant contends that she sustained a compensable injury

with one of these employers: Area Agency on Aging, Department of

Human Services, or Palidino & Company.  Respondent 1 contends that

Area Agency on Aging denies that claimant is its employee; denies

that it paid her any wages; and denies that it owes her workers’

compensation benefits.  Respondent 2 contends that the claimant was

not an employee of DHS on 10/28/10, or at any other relevant time.

Respondent 3 contends that the claimant was not an employee at the

time of the alleged injury.  Respondent 3 is not responsible for

any benefits claimed.

The stipulations agreed to by the parties at the pre hearing

conference on January 10, 2012 and contained in the pre hearing

order filed January 11, 2012, are hereby accepted as fact.  From a

review of the record as a whole to include medical reports,

documents, and other matters properly before the Commission and

having had the opportunity to hear testimony and observe the

witnesses and their demeanor, the following decision is rendered.

 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
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The claimant in this case contends that she is entitled to

workers’ compensation benefits as an employee of either The

Arkansas Department of Human Services (DHS), The Western Arkansas

Area Agency on Aging (AAA) or Paladino and Company (Palco). She is

a 49-year-old female who had worked as a personal care assistant

for nursing care facilities as well as an administrator for a

residential care facility(Record 4/24/12 p. 8-9).  She stated that

she was in an administrative capacity for three years.  She added

that she supervised as well as conducted the work at the

residential care facility(Record 4/24/12 p.10).  The claimant

testified that she eventually entered into a relationship with

Nicole Miranda, her daughter-in-law.   The claimant was to care for

Ms. Miranda once she moved to a private apartment.  The claimant

stated that her daughter-in-law contacted the AAA about care.  The

claimant testified that she filled out “a pamphlet” and met with

“Misty.”  She stated that Misty “informed me what I would be

doing.”  She added that she also spoke with Wanda Pitts, “a couple

of times”(Record 4/24/12 p. 11-12).  The claimant thought that both

Misty and Wanda Pitts worked for the AAA.  She continued that Misty

would tell her what she could and could not do, told her what hours

she could work, and told her how much she would be paid.  She added

that Misty would also check on the performance of the caretaker

activities(Record 4/24/12 p. 13).  She stated that she worked as

the care giver for Ms. Miranda from June 2010, until October 2010
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when she injured her back, hip and knee.  She stated that her

injuries occurred while she was caring for her daughter-in-

law(Record 4/24/12 p. 13-14).  

On May 9, 2012, Kristi Lindsey a RN for the AAA gave sworn

testimony in this case. She stated that she was a regional

supervisor for the AAA and was familiar with the Consumer Directed

Alternatives Attended Care Program [the program in question in this

case].  She stated that at the time [Summer and Fall of 2012] Misty

Henderson was employed by the AAA.  Ms. Henderson was employed as

a CSM, or Counseling Support Manager. The CSM monitors the attended

care program and reports back to DHS.  Ms. Lindsey added that the

AAA did not have any interaction or involvement with Ms. Miranda in

2010.  However, Ms. Henderson, acting as a CSM did interact with

Ms. Miranda(Respondent’s 1 Exhibit No. 3 p. 3-4).  Ms. Lindsey

stated that Ms. Henderson made home visits and phone calls to

monitor and check on the client.  She added that any findings were

reported back to the DHS RN.  She added that Ms. Henderson had made

numerous attempts to contact Ms. Miranda in July, August and

September of 2010 culminating in a phone conference on October 29,

2010.  She added that the CSM was never able to see Ms. Miranda

because there was never an answer at the residence.  Ms. Lindsey

stated that had Ms. Henderson found a problem with Ms. Miranda in

relationship to the program, she would have had no authority to

address the problem.  She added that the CSM would have had to
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report all problems back to the DHS RN.  Ms. Lindsey added that the

DHS RN was Wanda Pitts (Respondent’s 1 Exhibit 3 p 5). Ms. Lindsey

went on to testify that the AAA did not set policies for the

program and did not direct the plan of care for the client.  She

added that the policies and the plan of care were set by DHS and

that the AAA was provided a copy for the use of the CSM.  The AAA

did not participate in the preparation of the plan of care.  Ms.

Lindsey also testified that payment for  the CSM services came

through Medicaid(Respondent’s 1 Exhibit No. 3 p.5-6).  The

claimant, in her testimony, stated that she was paid by billing

Medicaid, specifically Arkansas Medicaid online, and the checks

were issued by “Palco”[Respondent No. 3, Paladino and

Company](Record 4/24/12 p. 13). The claimant also testified that

she received a W-2 from Palco showing her federal and state

withholdings, as well as social security withholdings.  She added

that she did not get a 1099 from Palco(Record 4/24/12 p. 15).

Ms. Lindsey went on to testify that she had knowledge of the

claimant, as she had been selected by Ms. Miranda to be her

attendant care provider. She added that the claimant was not

employed by the AAA, they did not pay her, they did not determine

the hours the claimant would work, and they did not determine the

claimant’s duties. She stated that neither the AAA nor Ms.

Henderson supervised the claimant, adding that they did not have

the authority to supervise the claimant.  Ms. Lindsey continued
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that the AAA did not set the claimant’s rate of pay and did not

know her rate of pay.  The AAA maintained no file on the claimant

and had no authority to discipline the claimant.  Ms. Lindsey added

that the services of the CSM were terminated on November 4, 2010,

but that the AAA did not have the authority to discharge the

claimant(Respondent 1 Exhibit No. 3 p. 6-7).  She added that the

AAA received notice from Wanda Pitts at DHS to discontinue the

services that the AAA was providing(Respondent 1 Exhibit No. 3

p.8).

Wanda Pitts testified at the hearing on April 24, 2012.  She

stated she was a field nurse for DHS, handling Medicaid Waiver

programs, since 2002.  She stated that the waiver programs are set

up to keep elderly and disabled people at home and out of nursing

homes. She stated that the program in question was the Alternatives

Waiver Program.  The program provides care for a person between the

ages 21-62 with physical disabilities, that meet nursing home

criteria.  She stated that she set up services for Ms. Miranda.

She stated that Ms. Miranda selected consumer direct care.  She

added that an agency care option was available. If a person were to

pick the agency care option, the attendant would be provided by the

agency.  Ms. Pitts added not provided by her, “she did not have an

agency.”  She stated that she had a list of providers and that AAA

was one of them.  However, she stated that once Ms. Miranda was

released from the nursing home, she opted for the consumer direct
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care(Record 4/24/12 p. 62).   Ms. Pitts went on to testify that the

consumer direct option meant that “they” hire, fire, supervise, and

train their own attendants.  “They” clearly refers to the disabled

person.  Ms. Pitts continued that the funds for this program are

provided through the waiver system and that the payment is

contracted through Palco.  She added that the funds are Medicaid

funds, saying that the state and federal government go together to

“create this.”  She stated that Palco had been contracted by the

Division of Aging & Adult Services to “independently provide the

checks for the attendants.”  Ms. Pitts added that the disabled

person is then given an application and attendant manual.  DHS

asked them to read them and “understand the program.”  The

application is submitted to the State of Arkansas.  She continued

that the attendant is the employee and the client [a disabled

person] is then the employer.  She added that, in this case, she

did not know whether “Misty give her [Ms. Miranda]  the application

and handbook or whether I mailed her one.”   Ms. Pitts stated that

the counselor in this case was Misty Henderson from AAA.  Ms. Pitts

went on to explain that after she initially signs up a disabled

person, she then may only see them once a year.  She added that

there was found to be a lot of misuse in the program so “it was

decided that we needed counselors in this program to intercede and

monitor the situation and then let us know if there are problems.”

 She added that here, Misty’s role was monitoring and reporting
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back to her any problems.  Upon questioning by the Commission, Ms.

Pitts stated that the Division of Aging & Adult Services determined

that there was a need for counselors.  She added that the CSM’s are

paid from the waiver program which she directs.  Ms. Pitts stated

that after her initial visit with Ms. Miranda, she made a

subsequent visit due to concerns about the transfer from a nursing

home to a private apartment.  Ms. Pitts stated that she began to

get calls from Misty stating she was unable to find Ms. Miranda.

Ms. Pitts stated that due to ongoing problems, she spoke with her

supervisor and determined that agency care would be best for Ms.

Miranda(Record 4/24/12 p. 67-68).  

Ms. Pitts stated that her role in the program was to “sign

them up, make sure they are approved and try to make sure that this

client is receiving the services that are on the care plan that I

do develop.”  Ms. Pitts went on to explain, on cross examination by

Mr. Wade, that it was Ms. Miranda’s responsibility to hire, fire

and train her care giver.  She added that she [Ms. Pitts] made the

initial assessment, and developed the plan of care to be carried

out by the attendant, here the claimant.  She added that there is

periodic follow up by herself and the CSM.  She added that Palco

gets the funds to the attendant for this program and that they

[Palco] have no other responsibilities for the program.  On cross

examination by Ms. Graham, Ms Pitts stated that the AAA did not

hire the claimant, and did not have authority under the waiver
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program to hire the claimant.  She added that AAA did not train the

claimant and did not do a background check or require a PIN number

of the claimant. She agreed that the only supervisory authority

that the CSM had was to check on the status of Ms. Miranda, i.e.,

was she clean and had what she needed.  Ms. Pitts continued to

agree that if the CSM encountered an issue with the client, then

the only authority that they had was to contact her at DHS(Record

4/24/12 p. 72-73).  In continuing cross examination by Ms. Graham,

Ms. Pitts confirmed that she prepared the plan of care and that she

provided it the CSM and to the disabled person.  She confirmed that

the CSM was paid through the waiver program that was administered

by DHS and herself as a supervisor.  She confirmed that this took

place through the Division of Aging & Adult Services.  She

confirmed that DHS was paying the AAA for its employee to go out

and check on the welfare of disabled persons, here Ms. Miranda. The

funds were provided by the waiver program that was administered

through DHS.  Ms. Pitts also testified that each counselor was

given a counseling book. Ms. Pitts also stated that neither the AAA

nor the CSM had the authority to fire the claimant, adding that the

AAA did not pay any money to the claimant for the care of her

daughter-in-law.  Ms. Pitts, again confirmed that the relationship

between Ms. Miranda and the claimant was terminated at the election

of DHS –- Ms. Pitts and her supervisor.  The relationship was
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terminated because of concerns about the care of Ms. Miranda(Record

4/24/12 p. 74-77).

    Ms. Pitts continued to testify, under cross examination by Mr.

Ellig, that while DHS was paying for this program, they [DHS] did

not have a say in hiring and firing.  She however, added that DHS

did a background check and that the attendants had to meet the

requirements of the waiver program “through the Division.”  When

asked if the requirements were “your requirements?”  Ms. Pitts

responded that they were. When asked if “you can fire these

people?” She responded, “Yes, sir”(Record 4/24/12 p.77-78). This

testimony directly conflicts with earlier testimony, where Ms.

Pitts stated that the client hired and fired the care giver.

Additionally, upon questioning by the Commission, Ms. Pitts again

confirmed that she and her supervisor terminated the relationship.

Ms. Pitts also testified that the documents that were drawn up set

out the payment of state and federal taxes, social security, etc.

However, she agreed that there is no provision in the documents

that the attendants were covered by workers’ compensation(Record

4/24/12 p. 80). Ms. Pitts went on to testify that DHS contracted

for delivery of the payment to Palco to be disbursed to the care

provider.  She also stated that DHS has contracted to delegate the

holding out of taxes and unemployment to Palco.  She added that the

payroll and tax deduction was done whether the disabled person

wants it or not, adding that they don’t have a choice.    Palco had
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a contract with DHS to accept payment of Medicaid funds and

disburse them in the form of payroll checks to the attendant care

provider. They were also to take out federal and state

withholdings, social security and Medicare and other withholdings.

She stated that the contract with DHS was for disbursement of

funds(Record 4/24/12 p. 96).  She added that Palco did not have any

other role in the Alternatives Waiver program and did not hire,

fire, supervise or draft the requirements for the program. 

Ms. Pitts continued that all the documents prepared and signed

related to this program were developed and drawn up by DHS(Record

4/24/12 p.81).  Upon questioning by the Commission, Ms. Pitts

confirmed that the dollars that DHS received are federal dollars,

adding she did not know the state match amount.  She went on to

confirm that there were requirements that go with the dollars for

monitoring and running the program.  She also stated that there

were two types of workers under this program.  One worker, an

agency worker, covered by workers’ compensation and one, a consumer

worker, not covered by workers’ compensation. Upon additional

questioning by the Commission, Ms. Pitts stated that she had a

thorough discussion with the disabled person that was to be the

“employer” in these situations as to the ramifications of the

program.  She stated that she tried to make it clear to them that

they would be the “employer” for the consumer option.  She was

asked if she was dealing with folks with some type of medical or
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developmental problems, to which she answered “Yes.”  She was asked

if these limitations were severe enough in nature that the client

might be a candidate for a nursing home, to which she answered

“Yes”(Record 4/24/12 p. 84-85).  

  DISCUSSION

While the claimant in this case, testified that she was

injured in October of 2010, the question of whether that injury is

compensable is left for another day.  The question the Commission

has been asked to determine is for whom the claimant was working in

2010.  Was she employed by DHS, the AAA, Palco, or as DHS claims by

the disabled person during this time period.  Clearly, the claimant

attempted to become a care giver for her daughter-in-law [Ms.

Miranda].  The claimant’s daughter-in-law has physical issues and

had left a nursing home, moving to an apartment.  Upon leaving the

nursing home she elected to have care provided by her mother-in-

law.  Such care has been referred to as consumer care previously in

this opinion and at hearing.  According to testimony presented by

DHS, Ms. Miranda became the employer of her care giver once she

chose the option of consumer care.  Arkansas Code Annotated §11-9-

102, defines an  employee, in relevant part as “any

person...whether lawfully or unlawfully employed in the service of

an employer under any contract of hire...written or oral, expressed

or implied...”
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Here, there is written contract for services.  The contract is

signed by both Ms. Miranda and the claimant.  Interestingly enough,

the contract has been drafted by DHS and makes note that the waiver

program is “administered by the Division of Aging and Adult

Services”(Respondent 2 Exhibit 1 p. 1).  Upon questioning, the DHS

representative stated that all the documents provided for this

program were drafted by DHS.  The “Attendant Care Manual” provided

to the care giver, clearly lists DHS with address and phone number

at the bottom of the cover page.  The manual then goes on to advise

the care giver that they do not work for DHS(Respondent 2 Exhibit

1 p. 5-6).  

Three questions must be considered here.  The first, was there

an employee-employer relationship, by contract, between the

claimant and Ms. Miranda. Two, was there an employee- employer

relationship created, express or implied, between AAA, Palco and

the claimant. Lastly, was the claimant an independent contractor

who had sole control over her actions and work.

Clearly, while DHS attempted to circumvent an employee-

employer relationship between itself and the claimant by drafting

a contract in which the disabled party became the employer the

facts do not support such a situation.  Ms. Miranda had no control

over this transaction in any way.  She did not draft the contract

or have input in its drafting.  There is no testimony that she ever

had control over the duties, the discipline or the firing of the
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care giver.  After stating during hearing, that the disabled person

was the employer and had to hire and fire the care giver, the

witness for DHS continued to testify that DHS did the background

check, provided the contracts and the manuals, and contracted for

payment and tax withholding.  In fact, in this case, they-- DHS

terminated the relationship between Ms. Miranda and the claimant.

Never at any point, was testimony presented that Ms. Miranda was

consulted about the termination or any other decisions made after

she signed the form provided by DHS.  Clearly, the claimant was not

the employee of Ms. Miranda at the time she was injured. 

The next question is whether the claimant was an employee of

AAA or Palco.  The testimony here is clear.  AAA provided a

counselor for a service administered and controlled by DHS.  The

CSM, Misty Henderson, was paid my Medicaid funds as part of the DHS

waiver program.  She had no authority to supervise, hire, fire, or

discipline the claimant.  Her only authority was to report problems

to DHS and to follow a care plan drafted and provided by DHS.

Additionally, AAA did not hire the claimant and did not provide her

pay.  

The role of Palco, in this case, is clear.  They provided

payroll services for DHS as a part of the Alternatives Waiver

program.  Palco, simply received Medicaid funds that were allotted

to DHS for this program and processed payroll and tax withholdings

for DHS.  There is clear evidence, in the record, that DHS
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contracted for such services(Respondent 3 Exhibit 1 p.1).  The

Arkansas Supreme Court has held that the withholding of income

taxes, social security taxes, and unemployment taxes is not

conclusive or determinative of whether a claimant is an employee,

but are circumstances to be considered, Smith v. West Lake Quarry

& Material Co., 231 Ark.294, 329 S.W.2d 167(1959).  Clearly,

neither AAA nor Palco is the employer of the claimant in this case.

Lastly, the Commission must address whether the claimant is an

independent contractor or an employee.  The court has held that

there is no set formula for determining whether a person is an

employee or an independent contractor, the determination must be

based on the facts in each case, Arkansas Transit Homes v. Aetna

Life & Cos., 341 Ark. 317, 16 S.W.3d 545 (2000).  In Riddell Flying

Service v. Callahan, 90 Ark App. 388, 206 S.W.3d 284(2005), the

Court of Appeals set out numerous factors that may be considered in

determining if an injured person is an employee or independent

contractor for coverage purposes.  These factors include:

(1) the right to control the means and the
method by which the work is done;

(2) the right to terminate the employment
without liability;

(3) the method of payment, whether by time,
job, piece or other unit of measurement;

(4) the furnishing, or the obligation to
furnish, the necessary tools, equipment, and
materials;
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(5) whether the person employed is engaged in
a distinct occupation or business;

(6) the skill required in a particular
occupation;

(7) whether the employer is in business;

(8) whether the work is an integral part of
the regular business of the employer; and

(9) the length of time for which the person is
employed.

Id. at 391-92, 206 S.W.3d at 287-88.

Here, by their own testimony, DHS had the right to control the

means and method by which the work was done, they drafted the

contracts and the manuals for the program.  Clearly, they had the

right to terminate the claimant without liability, and did so, by

their own testimony without consulting Ms. Miranda.  Additionally,

after the termination DHS advised the AAA to discontinue their

services.  There is no question that DHS received the funds to

administer this program, and therefore received the funds to pay

the claimant.  There is also no question that they contracted for

the payment and tax withholding for the claimant.  They also

determined the method that the claimant was to use to enter her

time for pay—Arkansas Medicaid Online.  DHS furnished the necessary

tools to the claimant, they drafted and furnished the manual that

the care giver was to follow.  Clearly the claimant was employed in

the distinct occupation of care giver, there is some skill, albeit

limited, that is required for the work.  There is no question that
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DHS is in the “business” of caring for elderly, aged and disabled

individuals and the work that the claimant was doing was an

integral part of the business of DHS.  

Clearly, DHS had a right to control the work of the claimant,

by their own testimony no one else did.  It is absurd to think that

the disabled person, here Ms. Miranda, had the right to control the

work of a care giver when she is in such need of care services.

Arkansas courts have held that the ultimate question in determining

whether a person or entity is an independent contractor is not

whether the employer actually exercises control over the doing of

the work, but whether he has the right to control the work, Irvan

v. Bounds, 205 Ark, 752, 170 S.W.2d 674 (1943), see also Dairy

Farmers of Am. v. Coker, 98 Ark. App. 400,  255 S.W. 3d 905 (2007).

It matters little that DHS attempted to limit their actual control

of the work.  It is clear from all the evidence submitted that they

had the right to control the work of the claimant.

It appears, that DHS has attempted to set up a program with

two kinds of care givers, one in which there is workers’

compensation coverage and one in which there is not.  They have

attempted to shift the employer role to the disabled person when

DHS is charged with assisting and providing them care. DHS has

drafted contracts and manuals that state the care giver is not an

employee of DHS but an employee of the client or disabled person

all the while maintaining control of the work and the worker.
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Subsequently, when the care giver is injured while caring for the

disabled person, they are told there are no benefits available.  By

all the testimony presented, including that of DHS, they control,

administer, receive funds and set requirements for the program in

which Ms. Miranda choose to participate.  While, the question of

whether the claimant suffered a compensable injury is left to

another day, it is clear that she was employed by DHS, she was

given documents prepared by them, was subject to discipline and

firing by them and, indeed, was under their control.  Additionally,

the Alternatives program is clearly under the control of the

Division of Aging and Adult Service of DHS.  Therefore, I find that

the claimant was, based on the evidence presented, an employee of

the Department of Human Services.                                

DETERMINATION

Based on the facts and evidence presented, it is the

determination of this Commission that the claimant, in this case,

was an employee of DHS at the time of the alleged injury in October

of 2010.

  

                             
                          AMY GRIMES
                               ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE


